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ABSTRACT

A computerized system for disturbance monitoring, recording
and display has been developed for use in nuclear power plants
and is versatile enough to be used whereever a large number of
parameters need to be recorded, e.g. conventional power plants,
chemical industry etc.

The Disturbance Recording System (DRS) has been designed to
continuously monitor a process plant and record crucial parame-
ters. The DRS provides a centralized facility to monitor and
continuously record 64 process parameters scanned every 1 sec.
for 5 days. The system also provides facility for storage of 64
parameters scanned every 200 msec during 2 minutes prior to and 3
minutes after a disturbance. In addition the system can initiate,
on demand, the recording of 8 parameters at a fast rate of every
5 msec for a period of 5 sec. and thus act as a Visicorder. All
this data is recorded in non-volatile memory and can be dis-
played, printed / plotted and used for subsequent analysis.

The DRS can thus replace conventional electromechanical
strip chart recorders offering several advantages over these,
e.g. it is much lower in cost for the overall system, has better
accuracy, resolution and readability, provides graphical as well
as precise numeric values of the parameters both on display and
printer and permits to correlate the values of two different
signals at a particular instant of time. It also does not require
frequent operational maintenance in terms of replacement of paper
and refilling of ink in the pens etc. Since data can be stored
densely on floppy disks, the volume of space required for archiv-
al storage is also low.

As a disturbance recorder, the DRS allows the operator to
view the state of the plant prior to occurrence of the disturb-
ance and helps in identifying the root cause.

The incorporation of a flexible system design permitting
expandability, the design of a sophisticated, elegant and highly
user friendly man machine interaction, and the use of many
standardized VME hardware and C language software modules led to
the system now acting as virtually a complete, compact, and
scalable Operator Information System.

The DRS provides display and hardcopy of the scanned sig-
nals in several convenient formats. It also provides all data in
machine readable form. This report describes in detail, the
concept, salient features, design and development of the system.



PREFACl

The development of the Disturbance Recording System (DRS)
was initially intended to be merely a replacement for electrome-
chanical strip chart recorders. The functions of disturbance
recording and Visicorder were subsequently added to the specifi-
cations. The incorporation of a flexible system design permitting
expandability, the design of a sophisticated, elegant and highly
user friendly nan machine interaction, and the use of many
standardized VME hardware and C language software modules led to
the system now acting as virtually a complete, compact, and
scalable Operator Information System.

Six units of this system have been installed and most are
in use for more than one year in the nuclear power plants at
Madras, Kakrapar and Narora.

Several enhancements of this system are now under
development. One version being developed for forthcoming nuclear
power plants will incorporate handling of digital signals with
event sequence recording and alarm annunciation, event triggered
display on hardcopy, intelligent disturbance detection, data
compression, and, advanced Man Machine Interaction based on
Windows.

Another version will be suitable for use as Electrical DRS
by speeding up the system to about 1 KHz. scan rates. Yet another
stream of development is Component Health Monitoring systems in
one of which the system will continuously monitor the fatigue and
stress on nuclear power plant components owing to fluctuations of
temperature, pressure and flow rate and, in the second it will
monitor bearing vibrations in turbo-generator systems.

The technological knowhow for these systems is being
transferred to ECIL for exploiting the commercial potential.

The authors express their gratitude to Shri A. Kakodkar,
Director, Reactor Design and Development Group, BARC for his
support during development of this system and for his encourage-
ment to enhance the system for additional applications including
on-line fatigue monitoring of plant components and vibration
monitoring of plant moving components.

The authors are grateful to Shri G. Govindarajan, Head,
Reactor Control Division for his support and guidance during the
development of this system.

The authors thank Shri K. Natarajan, Chief Engineer (C &
I), Nuclear Power Corporation for entrusting us with this project
and for several useful discussions on the specifications and
design of the system.

The authors thank Shri P. C. Dixit, NPC and his colleagues
for several useful discussions, Shri G. Ganesh and Smt. A. S.
Chachondia, RCnD for participating in the development of VME
hardware used in this system, and Shri B. P. Dubey and Shri A. B.
Khandekar for participating in the development of the Man Machine
Interaction software package used in this system.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Disturbance Recording System (DRS) has been designed to

continuously monitor a process plant for an abnormal situation or

a disturbance and record some crucial parameters on occurrence of

the same. The present version of the DRS provides facility for

storage of 64 parameters scanned at 200 msec during 2 minutes

prior to and 3 minutes after the disturbance. This enables the

engineers to view the state leading to the fault, and also the

various control systems' response to it. Apart from this, the

system also provides a centralized facility to monitor and con-

tinuously record 64 process parameters scanned at 1 sec. In

addition the system is also capable of initiating, on demand, the

recording of 8 parameters at a fast rate of 5 msec for a period

of 5 sec. The signal values pertaining to disturbance, normal and

fast scan are recorded in non-volatile memory and thus can be

used for subsequent analysis. The system can display and provide

hardcopy of the recorded parameters in several formats.

The DRS [Ref. 1,2] can be viewed from many different per-

spectives.

1.1 Replacement of strip chart recorders

Firstly, as a system that can provide non-volatile archival

storage of 64 process parameters, the DRS can replace convention-

al electromechanical strip chart recorders.

The system has several advantages over the conventional

recorders, e.g. it is much lower in cost as compared to the

recorders if the overall system cost is considered (viz. instal-

lation, panel area, spares, operational maintenance etc.)

Strip chart recorders require considerable operational

maintenance in terms of replacement of paper and refilling of ink

in the pens etc. It happens often that some abnormal condition

has occurred in the process plant and record of some crucial

parameter is needed and it is found that either the pen has dried

up or the recorder has run out of paper. No such maintenance is

required in DRS and so it reduces the work load and also provides

the record of a crucial parameter when it is needed.

A typical control room generally uses several types of

strip chart recorders depending on the nature of signals. In such



situations, considerable financial worth of spares have to be

maintained for each type of recorder. The maintenance engineers

too have to build up familiarity with each type. The DRS on the

other hand has fewer system components and therefore needs less

spares. The electronic circuit boards used in the system are also

used in several other systems aa standard microcomputer system

boards and therefore do not impose any additional demand on

maintenance skills.

The DRS also proves to be a far better option when accuracy

and resolution of the recorded parameters is considered. In strip

chart recorders the resolution is very poor because the factors

like slow speed of the paper, the pen inertia and the nib-size

combine to even out any minor transient in the signal value. Also

in conventional recorders the signal is available only as graphs

and no precise value of the signal can be determined. The DRS on

the other hand records the parameters with 12-bit accuracy at 1

sec interval and provides graphical as well as precise numeric

values of the parameters both on display and printer.

In recorders it is not always possible to correlate the

values of two different signals at a particular instant of time

even if they are recorded on one multi-pen recorder; whereas in

DRS all the 64 signals are scanned within a few milliseconds

hence the relative values of correlated signals at a given in-

stant can be determined with a high degree of synchronisation.

Since the basic timing of DRS is derived from a crystal con-

trolled clock, the time correlation of the signals is also highly

accurate as against in conventional recorders where the timing

information is essentially dependent on the motor speed driving

the recording paper.

Thus the DRS outshines strip chart recorders in all aspects

like accuracy, resolution, readability, operation, parameter

correlation, and maintenance and reliability. Since the DRS can

display the stored data any number of times and provide a hard-

copy record (on printer and plotter) whenever demanded, the

operator has the option of keeping permanent record of only

crucial events thus saving paper requirement. Also DRS can backup

crucial data on floppy diskettes and tapes which makes the ar-

chival storage simpler, elegant and space saving.



1.2 Disturbance recording

Secondly, as a fast multichannel recorder of an abnormal

condition in the plant, the DRS is of tremendous help for th«

operating personnel because it gives the complete picture of the

plant for a full 2 minutes before and 3 minutes after the occur-

rence of the abnormal condition with recording of values at 200

msec scan rate. Since any disturbance in a process plant is

triggered by some abnormal variation in a signal which leads to

multiple abnormalities in other signals, it is important to find

out the root cause which started off the chain of events. Since

DRS records 64 crucial plant parameters at a very fast rate, it

is easy to find out which signal started misbehaving and lead to

the chain of disturbance events. The disturbances recorded by DRS

are also significant in the long run since its analysis can give

statistical data about the process and can prove to be useful in

future designs. The DRS can also act as a front end data collec-

tion unit for a futuristic full-fledged process diagnosis and

early warning system based on AI techniques.

1.3 Visicorder functions

Thirdly, with its fast scan facility, the DRS can also be

viewed as a conventional visicorder. Since it continuously Moni-

tors for a fast scan initiating event on operator's demand, there

is very little time lag between the scan trigger event and actual

scanning of the fast signals. This reduced fast scan latency can

be of crucial importance in time critical experiments.

1.4 Plant information handling

Fourthly, since the DRS provides display of the scanned

signals in several elegant formats, it can also be viewed as a

compact, fast, flexible and sophisticated plant information

handling system. In this respect it can replace, for example, the

conventional indicating meters. Since the display is on multicol-

or, high resolution monitor, it can be viewed from larger dis-

tance and angle. Also because of its menu driven user friendly

operator interface, the DRS becomes the plant operator's window

to the process and a crucial, indispensable tool for plant moni-

toring.

The system has currently been installed and is in us* in

the nuclear power plants at Madras, Kakrapar and Narora and an



enhanced version is also planned to be installed at the forthcom-

ing nuclear power stations. Due to its versatility the 0RS is

also suitable for conventional power plants, chemical industry,

paper industry, refineries and almost any process plant where

large number of parameters need to be recorded.

1.5 DRS Features

The DRS offers several sophisticated features for on-line

monitoring and recording of signal parameter*. The facilities

offered by DRS are briefly described below.

Scanning :

Normal : 64 parameters every 1 sec. for 5 days

Disturbance : 64 disturbance signals every 200 msec, for 5

mts. (-2, +3)

Fast scan : 8 parameters every 5 msec, for 5 sees.

Operator interface :

Highly user-friendly man-machine interface

Display of data in elegant formats - Trend, tables, Bar-

graphs etc.

Hardcopy of data on printer, plotter

Site configurability of signals

Machine readable data for off-line analysis

Signal inputs :

Analog Inputs accepted : voltage, current, resistance etc.

contact input for time synchronization with station clock.

ADC resolution : 12 bits.

Isolation provided : galvanic isolation for all inputs.

Implementation :

Front End Processor (FEP) linked to two Recording Units (RU)

FEP based on 8086 microprocessor

RUs based on PC/AT 386SX / 387SX

Intelligent communication RS422 link, with HDLC protocol.

Hardware based on VME bus, software in C language

Real time multitasking executive for high performance.



2. DRS CONFIGURATION

As shown in Fig. 2.1, a two layer approach is selected for

DRS configuration. The bottom layer consists of a compact, effi-

cient and dedicated microcomputer called Acquisition Unit (AU)

which is connected with high speed communication links to two PC-

based Recording Units (RU) which constitute the top layer. The

communication link between the AU and RU is operated by a dedi-

cated Communication Processor (CP).

Fig. 2.1 DRS BLOCK DIAGRAM

FIELD INPUTS*\
CP1

CP2

RS-422 UNK

.... .. .

RS-422 UNK

CP

CP

RU-f

RU-2

2.1. Recording Unit

The RU is based on a PC/AT (286/386SX/386) which receives

the scanned data from the AU and stores it on the Winchester

disc, it uses the EGA/VGA monitor for operator interface, which

provides display of parameters in various formats. A plotter and

printer attached to the PC can be used to get hardcopy of the

recorded data in different formats. The recorded data can also be

transferred in blocks on a floppy disc, which can be stored as

backup or can be used for off-line, off-site analysis.

2.2. Acquisition Unit

The AU is designed to scan the signals, digitize then and

store the digital values in a temporary storage buffer. The AU is

based on 8086 processor and consists of memory board, analog



signal conditioning hardware and ADCs for digitising the scanned

signal. Apart from this it also has hardware for watchdog ti*er

for monitoring software malfunctions, relays for annunciation of

critical abnormalities, dual redundant power supplies and digital

contacts for disturbance and fast scan initiation.

2.3. Cassaunication Processor

A dedicated processor (CP) handles the communication be-

tween AU and the RUs. The CP card is based on an B08S processor

with hardware to implement an HDLC-based communication protocol

to operate a 625 Kbit, RS-422 communication line. It has a shared

memory mapped onto the host memory address space and is used for

message transfer from and to the host processor. Two such CP

cards reside in AU for communicating with the two RU's and each

RU has one CP card.

2.4. Viewing Unit

The DRS can transfer a block of data from archival storage

to a back up media. This back up data needs to be analysed off-

line at the same or different site. This is done by a separate

unit similar to DRS. It is called Viewing Unit since it is used

only for viewing the data gathered by DRS. This unit is similar

to the RU but without the data acquisition hardware. It has no CP

card nor is there any AU communicating with it. The Viewing Unit

is intended for off-line data analysis which has been backed up

from an RU. It gets the data from a floppy disc. This unit can be

common for various Recording Units irrespective of their location

and use.



3. RBOOHDIIIC (MIT

The RU receives the values of signals froa th« All and

subsequently performs further processing of the data. The RU is e

PC/AT based on 80286/386SX/386 processor and corresponding arith-

metic co-processor with EGA/VGA graphic adapter, at least 640

Kbytes of RAM, 80 Mbytes of hard disc (refer 3.1.5 below), a 360

Kb/1.2 Mb floppy disc drive, a parallel printer port, one RS-232C

serial communication port and a free slot for putting the coawu-

nication processor adapter.

The communication with AU is handled by a dedicated corani-

nication processor adapter card sitting in the PC. The PC host

interfaces with the CP through shared SAM. A suitable hand shak-

ing protocol is designed to facilitate smooth and error free

information exchange between the host and the CP. The detailed

description of CP along with communication strategy is explained

later.

3.1. Storage

The data received from AU is stored by the RU on the hard

disc. The Normal, Disturbance and Fast signals are stored in

separate files with respective names viz. NORM.DAT, DIST.DAT and

FAST.DAT.

Since very high storage capacity beyond what a single hard

disc can handle was expected when DRS was designed, the data

storage and retrieval algorithm has been developed to take care

of splitting the files over multiple discs. Currently two hard

discs are supported viz. C: drive and D: drive.

3.1.1. DRS_STOR,CFG file

Even thous,-' the storage capacity of the DRS RU is fixed as

mentioned above, it is some times essential that the DRS RU

should be able to run with reduced disc space. To achieve this,

the storage capacity for the three data files is specified in a

file called DRSJ3TOR.CFG. This is a simple ASCII text file in

which the maximum number of data tables to be stored on C: and D:

drive for Normal, Disturbance and Fast scan respectively are to

be stored as decimal numbers. A data table refers to one full

scan of a type of signal. The DRS on power up reads the contents

of this file and configures itself accordingly.



3.1.2. Data table format

Each data table has time stamp at the beginning of the

table followed by the digital values of the signals in serial

order. The time stamp of the data table is in the form of no. of

seconds and msec elapsed from 1-1-1980, 00:00:00.000 hours. This

is used because it is the most compact and easy to handle form of

representing time. The signals are in raw ADC values and not in

engineering units. The conversion from raw value to engineering

units is done using the signal configuration at the ti»e of

display or hard copy. The details are described in 3.6.2. A

collection of contiguous data tables without any break is called

a data block. The file consists of many such blocks.

3.1.3. Data file format

The signal values are stored in the three data files in the

forms of blocks. Each block of data pertains to a contiguous scan

for a certain time interval without any break. In case of Dis-

turbance and Fast the size of the data block will normally be

fixed and same for all the blocks in the file and will be equal

to one record size i.e 1500 data tables for Disturbance (scanned

@ 200 msec for 5 minutes) and 1000 tables for Past (scanned G

5msec for 5 sec). In case of Normal signals, the blocks in the

data file can be different sizes, in normal operation wf the

system when the AU and communication with it is working fine

there will be a single contiguous block of Normal data in the

data file. When due to some reason there is break in the continu-

ity a new data block will start. Since the storage software is

same for all the three types of the signals, it is envious that

incomplete Disturbance or Fast records (and thus record sizes

less than the corresponding figures for normal operation) arrived

due to some abnormal behavior of AU or the communication will be

automatically taken care by the algorithm.

3.I.4. Data directory

The data is stored contiguously one table after another in

the blocks and one block after another in the file. A data block

is completely identified by three parameters - i) the start date

and time i.e the time stamp of the first data table in the block,

11) the start file position i.e. the logical location in the file

where the first table in the data block is stored and iii) the

8



and date and time i.e the tine stamp of the last record of the

block. The information about the data blocks currently existing

in the file is stored in a data directory at the beginning of

each file.

3.1.5. Storage capacity

The required disc capacity for three types of signals can

be easily determined. For Normal signals, each data table of 1

sec scan is 134 bytes hence for 120 hours, the space required is

approx. 57 Mbytes. For Disturbance signals, each data table

pertaining to 200 msec scan is 134 bytes hence eight disturbance

records of 5 minutes each occupy approx 1.6 Mbytes. For Fast

signals, each data table pertaining to 5 msec is 22 bytes hence 8

fast scan records of 5 seconds each occupy approx 0.2 Mbytes.

Therefore total disc space for recording 120 hours of

Normal data, 8 Disturbance and 8 Fast records is about 59 Mbytes.

3.1.6. Data storage algorithm

The data is stored in an endless loop with the oldest data

overwritten by the most recent one. Since the data files are

excessively lengthy, fragmentation of the file on the ' disc re-

duces the throughput while retrieving the data. For this reason,

all the three data files must be contiguous on the disc. This is

achieved by making sure that on DRS startup all the files are of

the maximum size as specified in DRSSTOR.CFG. If the files are

of less length or are not existing they are created afresh and

dummy data written into them. This ensures that as DRS runs and

the RU keeps on acquiring data from AU, the data is written on an

already existing file at a specific file position and* the file

never grows. Due to this the files never fragment. On startup the

DRS first checks if the data files are existing; if not, it

creates them otherwise the existing data directory from the file

is read and the directory entry corresponding to most recent data

is marked as current entry.

As the RU receives data from the AU it checks the time

stamp of the received table and finds out if it is contiguous

with the end time of current entry. If so the table is added to

the same block and the entry updated accordingly. If the table is

not contiguous a new directory entry is created for the new data

block. After the data is written, it is also checked if the



oldest data has been overwritten. If so the directory entry for

that data block is updated accordingly to indicate non availabil-

ity of overwritten data. When end of file is reached, the writing

wraps around to beginning of the file. In the normal healthy

operation of DRS, a single directory entry for Normal data is

expected. When the directory becomes full, the oldest entry is

automatically removed from the directory to make room for the

entry corresponding to the recent data. The data pertaining to

the deleted entry is no more available.

The splitting of the data files on C and D drive, if speci-

fied, is completely transparent to the user and logically the

files span across the disc boundary.

The access to the hard disc for storage of Disturbance and

Fast records is extremely less as compared to that for Normal

data. For Normal data 134 bytes have to be written to the disc

every second. To reduce this high frequency of disc access and to

minimize the hard disc head movement from the point of view of

long term life of the disc, a data caching is done. Normal data

is accumulated in memory for 30 seconds and then stored in one

shot. The directory is also written at the time of data writing.

3.2. RTKX — Real Tine Executive

The DRS needs to acquire, store and process the signal data

coming from AU asynchronously and at real time speeds. This

necessitates a Real Time Multitasking Environment. The DRS soft-

ware runs on top of an in-house developed real time executive

called RTMX [Ref. 3,4]. The RTMX is a highly compact and effi-

cient real time kernel with prioritized pre-emptive task switcher

and highly sophisticated services for inter task communication,

mutual exclusion for shared resources, event synchronization and

periodic execution of tasks.

3.3. Operator Interface

Since DRS operates in a plant control room where it will

form part of a large number of computer based systems from dif-

ferent vendors catering to different applications, it is mandato-

ry that the system familiarity should take minimum time. And in

this regard, the operator interaction of DRS is one of the plus

points in making the system highly user friendly. A menu driven

operator interface [Ref. 5,6] is provided with DRS with help Made

10



available at all relevant points, so as to reduce operator burden.

With DRS, the operator hardly needs to refer to the manual for

system interaction.

3.4. Displays

The DRS presents the data on the color monitor screen

using one of the following four different formats. Each of these

display forms uses a consistent layout for presentation of infor-

mation. They also exploit the availability of multiple colors in

a judicious and elegant manner. In addition to the main menu for

activating each display, considerable flexibility via a local

bottom line menu is provided within each display form for manipu-

lation without having to return to main menu.

3.4.1. Trend

This presents a real time graphical representation of

changes in signal values. It can display curves for maximum up to

four signals in four different colors at a time. It lets the user

configure the screen display area, change signals via its local

menu. This display is only for Normal signals.

3.4.2. Tables

In this display the system presents the real time numerical

values along with signal id, signal description, engineering

units, one scan trend and setpoints for a group of signals organ-

ized in a tabular format. The user can change the signal groups,

and also switch to bargraphs with the help of local menu. This

display is only for Normal signals.

3.4.3. Bar Graph

Bar graphs display the real time values status for a group

of signals in the form of bars. The length of the bar is an

indication of engineering value and color of the bar indicates

the status i.e. whether the signal is in normal or alarm state.

Bar graph displays also provide a clear indication of margin to

set points. This display is only for Normal signals.

3.4.4. History Display

This display format presents the pre-recorded data in

graphical form on the computer screen. The display format is

similar to trend. It provides facilities to expand the curves

vertically and horizontally to enable full use of resolution of

sampling and A-to-D convertor. The screen rang* can also be

11



manipulated by the operator so as to view the waveform overlap-

ping or separate. On-screen cursors are provided to give accurate

readout of signal level in engineering units 6 tine. These can be

used to measure time difference between events or between points

of interest on the signal. This display is available for all the

three types of signals viz. Normal, Disturbance and Fast.

A detailed description of all the display formats mentioned

above is provided in [Ref. 6].

3.5. Hardcopy

Since hard disc capacity is limited, a permanent record or.

paper may be needed for seme important disturbance event bef r

it gets overwritten by new data. The DRS provides facilities / :r

getting hard copy outputs of scanned signals. These hard c»py

outputs are in the form of graphical curves of archival data on a

plotter and printout of discrete numerical values on printer.

3.5.1. Trend Print

This option presents the real time data of upto 10 signals

at a time on a printer continuously at operator specified fre-

quency. The trend print is provided only for Normal data.

3.5.2. History Print

This option presents the numerical values of pre-recorded

data for normal, disturbance and fast signals for upto 10 signals

at a time on the printer in a tabular format.

3.5.3. History Plot

With this option it is possible to take hardcopy of histcry

data for all the three types of signals in the form of graphic

curves on a multipen X-Y plotter for upto four signals at a tine.

In case of disturbance plot the point of occurrence of disturb-

ance is identified in the plotter output. This can also be acti-

vated from history display thereby reducing the users effort.

3.5.4. Configuration Print

DRS also provides facility to print the site and signal

configuration details i.e. site name, signal name, signal de-

scription, units, conversion coefficients, setpoints which is

otherwise stored on the disc.

A detailed description of all the hardcopy formats Men-

tioned above is provided in [Ref. 6].
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3.6. system Configuration

The DRS is completely site configurable using the various

options provided by the configuration menu. Since the configura-

tion information is crucial and the validity of data presented to

the operator depends on the correctness of this information,

unauthorized modification of the configuration is prohibited by

password protection. The configuration information for Normal,

Disturbance and Fast signals is stored in separate files with

respective names viz. NORM.CFG, DIST.CFG and FAST.CFG. The var-

ious options provided in the Configuration menu are described

below.

?.6.1. Site name

The site name where the system is located can be configured

in DRS. An 8 letter site name is allowed to be entered. The site

name is always displayed on top left corner of the monitor

screen. It is also displayed on all the plotter and printer

outputs. The modification of site name is password protected.

3.6.2. Signal attributes

The signals scanned by DRS are fully configurable. The

attributes that can be set for each of the 72 signals connected

to DRS are - an 8 letter signal-id uniquely identifying the

signal, a 48 letter detailed signal description, engg. units of

the signal, the lower and higher process range, formula for

converting raw ADC value into engg units and set points. The ADC-

to-engg value conversion depends on the nature of the electrical

signal and can be Linear, log, Square Root or reciprocal. All

these signal attributes can be configured through the configura-

tion menu.

3.6.3. Signal Grouping

This is a facility to group the signal pertaining to a

particular process in the plant and assign an identifier to the

group. This is extremely useful with bargraph and table displays

wherein by selecting a group the operator can monitor the behav-

ior of a particular plant process with the help of features

provided in table and bargraph displays. At present maximum upto

22 signals can be grouped in one group and maximum number of

groups possible are eight. There are options available in the

configuration menu to create new group or modify or delete an
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existing group.

3.7. Floppy backup

DRS provides facility to take backup of a selected block of

data on a floppy disk. The operator has to specify the date and

time relevant to the desired block of data. For normal data type

a data block of maximum upto one hour is transferred to the

floppy. In case of disturbance and fast data, one complete record

is transferred. If the space available on the floppy is not

sufficient to accommodate one hour of Normal data or one record

of Fast or Disturbance, the data that can be accommodated in the

space available is transferred and the operator is informed

accordingly. The data for Normal, Disturbance and Fast signals

is stored in separate files with respective names i.e. NORMO.DAT,

DISTO.DAT and FASTO.DAT. If a NORMO.DAT is already existing on

the floppy then the normal data is stored in file NORM1.DAT;

similarly for disturbance and fast signal.

With each data block transfer, the entire system configura-

tion is also transferred to the floppy with respective file name

Viz NORMO.CFG, DISTO.CFG and FASTO.CFG etc. With this the floppy

becomes a self sufficient record as it contains the data and

respective site and signal configuration. Thus the floppy can be

physically taken to some other PC either at the same or different

site e.g. headquarters and the data can be analyzed using the

viewing unit software. One hour of Normal signal data, one Dis-

turbance record and one Fast scan record need 480 Kb, 200 Kb and

22 Kb respectively. With this information the operator can find

out how much data can be transferred on the floppy by knowing how

much free space is available. The file format on the floppy is

same as that of DRS data files as explained in 3.1.3.
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4. ACQUISITION UNIT

The Acquisition Unit (AU), based on Intel 6086 microproces-

sor, is housed in two double Euro size bins. The system hardware

is based on VME bus and the I/O handling is done using a proprie-

tary I/O bus patterned on the VME bus. One bin houses all the VME

boards and the second bin houses all the boards for isolation,

signal conditioning and analog to digital conversion.

This unit receives 72 analog inputs (64 as Normal and

Disturbance signals and 8 as Fast) which can be derived from a

wide range field sensors. The signal conditioning circuitry

converts any type of signal viz. voltage, current, resistance

etc. into a proper voltage level. Each signal is individually

isolated using an isolation amplifier. All the field signals ars

thus galvanically isolated from each other as well as from the

system power supply. The isolated field signals are multiplexed

and digitized using a 12 bit successive approximation type Analog

to Digital converter.

The AU also receives three contact inputs namely Disturb-

ance activation contact, Fast activation contact, and clock

synchronization contact.

The AU communicates with two RU's simultaneously on two

high speed RS-422 serial data links. These links send data at a

maximum rate of 625 Kbits/sec, and follow the HDLC protocol. The

communication is handled by Intel 8085 microprocessor based board

for each of the links. It represents the lower 2 layers of ISO 7-

layer Network model (i.e. data link and physical) and relieves

the host processor for other jobs.

4.1. Hardware

The configuration of the system is shown in Fig. 4.1. A

CPU-86 module connects to the VME bus on PI connector. An EMSI

(Extended Memory Serial Interface) module and two COM (VME)

modules also interface to the VME bus on PI connector. EMSI

module provides additional 256K Bytes of RAM. The COM (VME) has

a local 8085 microprocessor with 16K of local RAM and 8K of local

EPROM. It provides two serial synchronous communication channels.

In addition it has 16K of dual port RAM. This memory can be

accessed by the CPU-86 on the VME bus.

*
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The SPI (Serial/Parallel Interface) module acts as an

interface between the VME bus (PI connector) and the I/O bus (P2

connector). The SPI also receives three digital inputs on its 8

bit parallel input port. These are the Disturbance detection

contact, Fast scan initiation contact and clock synchronization

contact. Three AIM (Analog Input Module) boards connect to the

I/O bus on P2 connector and accept 32 analog inputs each on PI

connector through a flat cable. A WD (Watchdog) module on the I/O

bus checks the health of the CPU. Four relay outputs are avail-

able from a RON (Relay Output Module) board which interfaces to

the 10 bus on P2 connector. All the above modules are housed in a

one double Euro bin.

The isolation and signal conditioning is done on ASC

(Analog Signal Conditioning) modules. Each ASC module takes 8

analog inputs. There are a total of 9 ASC cards in the system

which are housed in a second double Euro bin. The ASC modules

receive differential analog inputs from the field and the out-

puts are connected as single ended signals to the AIMs through

flat cables.

A brief description of all the boards follows [Ref 7,8].

4.1.1. CPU-86 Module

The board is built around Intel 8086 microprocessor and

interfaces to the VME bus. It consists of a system controller for

VME bus, 256K of onboard memory, two serial RS232C channels and

three programmable timers. One of the timers is connected to the

INTR pin of 8086 and is used to generate time slice interrupts

for real time applications. The baud rates for the two serial

communication channels are programmed using the other two timers.

The system controller activates the NMI of 8086 in case of time-

out failures of bus access. The processor can be reset from a

push button switch mounted on the facia panel of the board.

4.1.2. Extended Memory Serial Interface fEMSI) Module

This board provides 256K of RAM. In addition it has four

RS232C serial communication channels with optical isolation. The

DRS uses only memory portion of this board; the serial communica-

tion part is not used in DRS.

4.1.3. communication Module /COM MOD VME)

This is based on 8085 microprocessor, operating at 3MH1
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with 16K of local EPROM, 8K of local RAM and 16 Kbytes of dual

port RAM. The dual port memory can be accessed both by the local

processor and host which can be any processor module on VHE. It

provides two serial communication channels using Intel's Multi-

Protocol Serial Controller (MPSC-8274) which can be programmed

for synchronous as well as asynchronous communication. The module

also provides DMA'facility using Intel's 8237-5 DMA controller.

This chip provides four DMA channels which are used by the MPSC

on its two communication channels.

4.1.4. Communication Module (COM PC)

This module is similar to COM MOD VME except that it inter-

faces to the PC bus instead of the VME bus.

4.1.5. Serial Parallel Interface fSPI) Module

The SPI module translates the VME bus signals to the I/O

bus. In addition it provides two RS232C serial communication

channels with optical isolation, one 8 bit parallel input port

and one 8 bit parallel output port. The serial communication

ports and the parallel output ports are not used in DRS.

4.1.6. Analog Input Module (AIM)

This module accepts 32 single ended analog voltage inputs

on a rear end connector through a 50 core flat cable. The inputs

are multiplexed using 8-channel multiplexer IH5108 and the multi-

plexed output is fed to an instrumentation amplifier INA110 BG.

The output is given to a sample and hold IC whose output is

connected to the buffer input of an analog to digital converter

(ADC). The ADC used is a 12 bit successive approximation type of

ADC with a conversion time of 10 micro seconds.

4.1.7. Relay Output Module (ROM)

This I/O module provides 16 relay outputs. Each relay

provides two changeover contacts. The choice of NO or NC contact

is jumper selectable.

4.1.8. Watchdog fWD) Module

This module consists of a watch dog section and a voltage

reference section. Only the watchdog section is used in the

system. It consists of an oscillator followed by a counter. The

output of the counter is fed as clock input to a D flip-flop. The

CPU should reset the counter at regular intervals. If it fails,

the counter will overflow and set the latch. An LEO indication
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and a relay output is provided to indicate CPU failure.

4^.9. Analog Signal Conditioning (ASC) Module

This module converts process signals to a fora acceptable

by AIM. The card accepts a maximum of 8 analog signals which can

be in the form of millivolt, volt, current or two-wire RTD sig-

nals. Each signal first passes through a pre-amplifier stage (OP-

07) which is generally used for amplifying millivolt signal. The

output of the pre-amplifier is fed to an isolation amplifier

AD204. The isoamp provides isolation of the field signal from the

system. This stage enables a floating input to be connected to

the system. The isoamp output is passed through a post-amplifier

(OP-07) which does scaling and offset corrections. This module

can also provide excitation current for any RTD input.

4.2. Communication

The communication with RU is handled by a dedicated commu-

nication processor adapter card sitting on the VME bus. The AU

host processor i.e. 8086 interfaces with the communication proc-

essors through shared RAM. A suitable hand shaking mechanism has

been designed to facilitate smooth and error free information

exchange between the host and the communication processors. The

detailed description of communication processor along with commu-

nication strategy is explained in Chapter 5.

4.2.1. Communication throughout

Generally when there is no disturbance or fast-scan activa-

tion the AU has to send one data table i.e. 134 bytes every

second to the two RUs. The host has storage capacity for 8

minutes of Normal signals data. When a Disturbance event is

detected the AU has to send previous 2 minutes of data as a pre-

disturbance record and next three minutes of data as post dis-

turbance record, scanned at 200 msec. This 5 minutes of data

comes to about 200 KB. The AU has three minutes to dump this 200

KB of data at a data rate of 1KB/sec. On occurrence of fast event

the AU has to dump 1000 data tables each of 22 bytes i.e. a fast

record of 22KB to two RUs in 5 seconds at a data rate of nearly 4

KB/sec. In the worst case when both the Disturbance and Fast

events occur together along with the Normal data buffer full with

8 minutes of data pending to be sent to the two RU's, the re-

quired communication data rate goes up to 100 Kbps.
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4.2.2. Dual RU

Since the RU is based on a PC/AT and the data is stored on

a hard disc, data safety is of prime concern. The hard disc is *

weak link which must be taken care of. This is done by a 100 t

redundance of the RU. The AU sends the data to two RUs simultane-

ously. There are two COM VME boards in the AU communicating with

the COM PC boards in the two RUs. The data being sent to one RU

is independent of the state of the other RU and its communication

link. As mentioned before, in case of a link failure the AU

buffers the normal data for a period of 8 minutes and if the RU

link is restored by that time no data loss will occur.

4.3. ETHX

The AU has to scan the 64 field signals every 200 msec.

Also it has to make sure that it will detect all the events i.e.

Disturbance, Fast and clock synchronization contact activation.

Hence the AU software is developed around a real time multitask-

ing executive RTMX (Ref. 4] which is virtually the same as that

used in RU. Since the AU is based on a bare hardware platform

unlike RU which is having DOS operating system, the RTMX on AU is

some what different from that of RU. The AU RTMX works on a

faster tickrate of 5 msec as compared to 50 msec in RU RTMX. Also

since the AU software is ROM based the static variables need to

be initialized which is not the case with RU RTMX. All the other

features of RTMX are same in both cases.

4.4. Scanning

The AU scans all the 64 input signals every 200 msecs irre-

spective of the disturbance trigger and always maintains the

latest 2 minutes data as pre-disturbance record. When a disturb-

ance is triggered, this pre-disturbance data along with 3 minutes

post-disturbance data is sent to both the recording units. In any

case every fifth scan data (i.e. one second interval) is always

sent as normal data to both the Recording Units. The scanning

routine maintains circular storage buffers for Disturbance as

well as Normal data. The Disturbance data buffer can hold about 8

minutes of data, whereas the Normal data buffer can hold about

8.5 minutes of data. Hence if the communication with RU gets

stuck for more than 8 minutes the oldest data will get overwrit-

ten by the most recent one.
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The AO also scans th« three digital inputs i.e. Disturb*

ancs, Past and clock synchronization contacts every 5 msecs. When

the disturbance input contact closure is detected, the AU soft-

ware checks if the contact stays in the closed state for SO w e e .

If so, a valid disturbance trigger is detected. The AU then

transmits the two minutes of pre-disturbance data to the two

Recording Units and also sends the next three minutes of post

disturbance data. When the visicorder function (Fast scan) is

enabled, the system gets ready to record fast scan data. When the

visicorder contact activation is detected, the 8 Fast scan input

signals are scanned at 5 msec rate for a duration of 5 seconds,

and this entire data record is sent to both the RUs.

The DRS also provides a facility to synchronize its clock

with a station master clock. The master clock activates the relay

contact every day at 10:00:00 a.m. The FEP, on detection of this

input, sets its clock to 10:00:00 and the correction in the clock

i.e. the difference between old clock value and the new corrected

value is communicated to both the RUs so that their syste-m tines

are . also corrected. If this difference is too large then it is

annunciated through one of the system relays.

4.5. Diagnostics

The AU uses watch dog timer for self diagnosis. The watch

dog timer is continuously reset by the program at a regular

interval. Whenever the software fails to reset the timer in time,

it will overflow and trigger the system failure relay. On power-

up, the AU first tests the code ROM for checksum matching, then

the data RAM is tested using back to back block read/write

cycles. Any failure in these tests will halt the program and

eventually the watchdog will timeout.

There are four relays for error annunciation in AU, two for

the failure of the communication link with the two RU's, one for

clock synchronization failure and one indicating system failure

triggered by the timeout of watch dog timer. These relays can be

wired suitably for external annunciation. In runtime, the AU

accumulates different error conditions in an array of error

codes. This array is transmitted to the RU on demand. The RU

software provides facilities to view the errors for further

diagnosis.
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The communication software also has Many diagnostic fea-

tures to ensure error free data transmission. On power up the All

host 8086 initiates a self test on the communication processor

(8085). The 8085 does its local memory and communication channel

checks and indicates any failures. In runtime, the host also

monitors the communication status maintained by the 8085 and when

any severe error is detected, the communication processor is

reset.

The AU software also keeps latest record of task switchings

in the real time multitasking environment. This record is also

available pn RU on operator demand.

All these diagnostics features combined with those on RU

software make the system highly reliable.
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5. COMMUNICATION

As described above in 4.2 there is a large awtount of data

transfer between the AU and the RU. In worst cases the data

throughput reguirement is of the order of order of 100 Kbps. To

meet these requirements synchronous communication protocol HOLC

is adopted which also specifies sophisticated error checking

logic like CRCC. To free the host processor on both the AU and RU

from the intensive communication load, a dedicated 8085 based

communication module developed in house is used. A layered

approach is followed in designing the communication software. The

software on the communication board implements the Data Link

layer of ISO-OSI network model.

The following paragraphs provide detailed description of

the implementation of the communication scheme.

5.1. Hardware

The communication cards COM-VME and COM-PC are based on

Intel 8085 microprocessor. The AU communication module is de-

signed for VME bus whereas that for RU is designed for PC bus.

Apart from the bus interface logic the two cards are identical.

The communication board has 8/16 K of local ROM, 8K of

local RAH and 16 Kbytes of dual port RAM. The communication is

handled by Intel Multi Protocol Serial Controller 8274 and the

DMA controller 8237. The MPSC uses the four DMA channels of 8237

to provide synchronous communication. The MPSC when programmed

for synchronous communication generates interrupts under various

conditions. These are wired to the hardware interrupt RST 5.5 of

8085. The board also provides programmable timer 8254. The timer

output is connected to the interrupt RST 6.5 of 8085. On end of a

DMA transfer the 8237 interrupts 8085 on RST 7.5. The INTR inter-

rupt of 8085 is connected to a port output which can be activated

by the host. The INTR vector is hardwired as RST5.

The dual port RAM is shared by the 8085 and the host. The

access to it is controlled by the on board arbitration logic and

is totally transparent to the user. There is a provision by which

the host can lock the access to the shared RAM and thus not allow

the 8085 to access it.

The serial communication data output from the MPSC is
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passed through Manchester encoder. The Manchester coded data is

given to RS-422 transmitters for transmission over the communica-

tion link. Similarly the Manchester coded input is received by

the RS-422 receivers and passed through the decoder to the MPSC.

The communication speed is 625 Kbit/sec. The physical media used

for communication is twisted pair cable. The maximum length

allowed between AU and RU is about 200 meters.

5.2. Host: handshake

The shared RAM on the communication card is mapped onto the

host address space. The data is communicated in the form of

frames. Each frame is of fixed length, programmable on power up.

In DRS, since maximum data flow is from AU to RU, on the AU side

the transmit frame length is kept as 1 Kbytes and the receive

frame length as 32 bytes. The reverse is true on the RU side.

This is done for effective utilization of the available space in

the shared RAM. The frames are arranged in the form of circular

buffer. The initial 100 bytes of shared RAM are used for storing

important parameters like array of frame pointers, current input

and output index of the circular buffer, total number of frames,

communication status etc. The rest of the memory is occupied by

the frame buffers.

On power up, the host locks the shared RAM access and then

initializes the vital parameters in the shared RAM like the frame

lengths, frame pointers, input and output indices etc. and then

unlocks the access simultaneously giving an interrupt to the

8085. This interrupt is directed to reset vector through soft-

ware. Thus effectively the 8085 gets a reset. On reset the 8085

first tests the ROM and local RAM, then it picks up the data

initialized by the host from the shared RAM, initializes its own

data structures goes through the initialization sequence of the

MPSC and the DMA controller and then goes ahead with transmission

and reception of data frames.

The frame transfer between the 8085 and the host is kept

very simple. For transmission of a frame, the host checks if

there is room in the circular buffer and if so, transfers the

frame into the empty frame buffer and increments the input index.

For receiving a frame the host polls the frame buffer and when it

is full, it picks up the received frame and increments the output
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index. A free slot in the circular buffer is indicated by a 0 in

the most significant bit in the frame address.

5.3. Prase Protocol

The communication uses HDLC protocol with RS-422 serial

interface. In DRS generally the AU will be located either in the

field or control equipment room whereas the RUs are placed in

the control room. This distance can be several hundred meters.

With RS-232C, the transmission is asynchronous, limiting the

speed to 19.2 Kbits/sec and also the transmission distance to

only about 50 feet. On the other hand, RS-422 supports synchro-

nous high speed transmission over several hundred meters. As the

signal is transmitted as differential signal, common mode noise

rejection is better and since the lines are suitably terminated

there are no reflections. This results in reliable transmission

of data. Due to these reasons RS-422 is found to be the best

choice.

HDLC is a bit oriented protocol. There are three basic

types of frames in HDLC. These are i-frame, control frame and u-

frame. The i-frame is for data transmission whereas the other two

are for control and acknowledge. The i-frame format which is the

basic HDLC frame format is as shown below. The other two frame

types are similar but do not have the "Data" field.

(Opening Flag(Address|Control|Data|CRCC|Closing Flag|

The HDLC frame consists of five basic fields: flag, ad-

dress, control, data and error detection. The frame is bounded by

opening and closing flags. The address field is 1 byte wide

extendible to 2 or more bytes. The control field is also by

default 1 byte but extendible to two bytes. The data or informa-

tion field may be any number of bits. A powerful error detection

code called frame check sequence contains the calculated CRCC for

all the bits between the flags. The flag has a unique binary bit

pattern 01111110 i.e. hex 7E. To eliminate the possibility of

the data field containing a 7E Hex pattern a bit stuffing tech-

nique called zero bit insertion is used. This technique specifies
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that during transmission a binary 0 be inserted by the transmit-

ter after any succession of five contiguous binary l's. This

will ensure that no pattern of Hex '7E' will be transmitted be

tween the flags. The MPSC 8274 when programmed in HDLC mod*

performs this technique automatically. The address field is used

to address a given secondary station. The control field contains

the link level control information .

Every frame that is transmitted has to be acknowledged.

The control field in the frame stores two 3 bit numbers. One,

called "nr" is the latest acknowledged frame number and the

other, called "ns" is the currently transmitted frame number. The

receiving station checks the ns of incoming frame with the ex-

pected frame number. If it matches a positive acknowledge is

sent, otherwise a negative acknowledgement is sent. On CRCC

error, buffer underflow or over flow, the received frame is

discarded and a negative acknowledgement is sent for it. The

transmitting station retains the frame until a positive acknowl-

edgement for it is received. In case of a negative acknowledge-

ment or timeout on no response, the frame is retransmitted. If

the number of re-transmissions exceeds a certain limit the trans-

mitting station sends a reset frame. The reset frame resets the

"ns" and "nr" on both sides. Sending a reset frame and getting an

acknowledgement for it ensures proper link establishment between

the two stations. The acknowledgement can be piggy-backed onto an

i-frame being transmitted.

5.4. Host to host, protocol

The AU, on power up, sends an enquiry to RU for the current

time. Since RU is having a battery backed clock it keeps correct

time even when off. In response to the time enquiry, the RU sends

the current time to AU. The AU uses this time to initialize its

own software clock and later maintains time itself. It stamps

this time on every scan table to be sent to RU.

The communication routine picks up as many number of scan

tables as are available in the circular buffer or can be packed

in one frame and then transmits the frame to RU. There is no

positive acknowledgement from RU for each frame. But when the RU

detects a discontinuity in data as indicated by the time stamps

of previous and current scan table, the RU sends a retransmission
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request for the missing scan table. The AU responds with a POSACK

if the requested table is available and NBGACK if not. It then

starts sending the data from the missing table onwards. This

protocol is similar to the sliding window protocol without posi-

tive acknowledge, but at a higher level. The window size is the

same as the capacity of the circular buffer i.e. 8.5 Minutes.

Thus the AU is always having latest 8.5 minutes of data which can

be retransmitted on request from RU.

Apart from data there are other types of frames that are

transmitted between AU and RU like Time enquiry, Time frame. Fast

scan command and status, diagnostics and error messages and frame

re-transmission messages. The Time enquiry and answer frames are

transmitted only at power up. Fast scan frames are on operator

demand. All the frames which carry warning messages from AU to RU

cause the warning to be flashed on the RU screen. The diagnostics

data can be viewed using special key sequences on RU.

S.5. Software description

The software on the communication board is written in 8085

assambly language. The code occupies about 4 Kbytes. The software

essentially consists of a main program which runs in foreground

and interrupt service routines for RST 7.5, 6.5, 5.5 and 5.

5.5. j.r Code description

On reset/power up the software first initialises the vari-

pus peripheral chips. The 8254 timer is programmed to give a

periodic interrupt at 5 msec on RST 6.5. The 8237 DMA controller

has 4 DMA channels. Two of these are used for the sending frames

to and receiving from the MPSC 8274. The NPSC is programmed in

HDLC mode. The main program is an infinite loop sending frames to

the remote communication processor as and when they are handed

over by the host 8086 processor. The receiving of frames is

entirely on interrupt. Important software modules in communica-

tion processor software are described briefly in the following

paragraphs.

INSMPS is the interrupt service routine for interrupts

generated by 8274. It identifies the interrupt causing event and

takes proper action as follows.

External status change interrupt : This is caused by the change

of status of external pins of the 8274. Since these are not used
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in DRS the interrupts caused by these are simply ignored.

Special receive condition interrupt : This is generated if any of

the following condition occurs during frame reception : receiver

overrun error, CRC error and end of frame.

For overrun or CRC error the corresponding error count is

incremented and negative acknowledge frame is transmitted.

For end of the frame condition the exact length of the

frame received from the DMA registers is cross checked with the

frame length field mentioned in the frame itself. In case they do

not match the buffer underrun error is detected and handled as

other errors mentioned above. If the frame is OK, the frame type

is checked. The type must be one of reset, unnumbered acknowl-

edge, positive acknowledge, receiver not ready, data, or negative

acknowledge. If it is none of these then the unknown frame error

is flagged.

In case of RESET frame, an unnumbered acknowledge is trans-

mitted. In case of reception of an unnumbered acknowledge frame

the variable linkstate is set to zero to indicate successful

establishment of communication link. In case of positive acknowl-

edge frame the corresponding frame is assumed to be successfully

transmitted and the transmit buffer is marked free so that the

host can reuse it. A receiver not ready frame, causes the main

program to stop transmitting. A data frame is first checked for

any piggybacked acknowledge which is processed and then if the

frame sequence number indicates it to be an expected frame a

positive acknowledge frame is set for transmission and the re-

ceive buffer is marked free.

First character received interrupt : On occurrence of this inter-

rupt an end of interrupt command is issued to the communication

controller.

EOPINT gets control whenever any of the DMA operation is

complete (End Of Process). This routine ignores all but the

transmit channel interrupt, in which case it sets a flag to

indicate the end of the transmission.

SNDFRM routine sends a frame to the other communication

processor. It waits till the transmitter has sent the earlier

frame then initializes the transmit DMA channel, marks the trans-

mitter busy, passes on the first character of the frame to the
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MPSC and resets the transmit end of message latch. The rest of

the frame is transmitted under DMA.

RETX routine sends a transmit frame to the remote communi-

cation processor. It updates the retransmit count for this frame,

if it is being re-transmitted more than 10 times it sets a flag

to initiate re-establishment of the logical link and resets the

retransmit count. In normal course it sets up the frame sequence

number and next expected frame number. If a positive acknowledge

is due for transmission, it is piggybacked on to the current

frame. The frame is then sent using the datreq routine.

Apart from these there are also routines for frame buffer

management, clock maintenance, link establishment etc.

5.5.2. Data Structures

The DRS communication processor uses a small set of varia-

bles and data structures, ns, nr, vs, vr are the send and receive

sequence numbers, commstate, timerstat, linkstat, txstat, etc are

various flags to indicate status of communication processor, link

health, timer on-off and frame transmission.

Apart from these there are also variables to store the

counts for total frames received and sent, total ack's received

and sent and the error counts.

A structure called commvari is used for host handshake.

This structure consists of variables to indicate maximum number

of frames that can be received or transmitted at a time, sizes of

receive and transmit frames, pointers to frame buffers and input

and output indices for the receive and transmit circular buffers.
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6. VIEHIMG UNIT

This unit is configured around a PC/AT computer with

EGA/VGA monitor, 132 column printer and a multi-pen plotter. It

provides off-line historical data analysis. It is designed such

that it is independent of the location and configuration of the

Recording Unit. Its implementation is the same as that of the RU

except that the on-line scanning of signals is not carried and

hence it does not have an AU and any communication modules. Also

the display and hardcopy pertains only to archival data hence the

real-time displays viz. trend, table, bar graphs and trend print

are not provided.

6.1. Data storage

Data is accepted by this unit in blocks, from floppy disc,

which is then stored on the hard disc, for subsequent analysis.

So it can also be used as a backup data storage facility. Alter-

natively data from floppy disc can also be analyzed directly

without transferring to hard disc. It facilitates to delete older

data blocks and add new data blocks. A data block can be selected

according to type of the data, site of origin and date-time of

recording.

6.2. Operator interface

Operator interaction is through a sophisticated, pull-

down/pop-up menu system exactly same as that of RU. Help is made

available at all relevant points, so as to reduce operator bur-

den.

The archival data is displayed on the screen, by means of

graphical curves, for a maximum of any four parameters simultane-

ously. The total time duration, time resolution, signal range,

screen range etc. can be manipulated by the operator using pre-

programmed function keys. In addition signal values in engineer-

ing units for a time instant can be obtained by means of cursor

movement.

A hard copy of graphical curves can be obtained on a multi-

pen plotter, for a maximum of any four signals simultaneously.

The curve plotting can be done for different signal range for

best results.

The pre-recorded data values in engineering units can also
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be printed out in a tabular manner on th« printer with different

time resolution and duration.

The unit also facilitates to convert the selected data

record into a spreadsheet format for subsequent analysis in the

any popular spreadsheet software.

6.3. Software description

The software of Viewing Unit is essentially a subset of RU

software hence it is not explained here to avoid repetition. The

only extra module in Viewing Unit is the data-read module which

reads the data from floppy and transfers to the hard disc.

6.3.1. Tasks description

The tasks in the Viewing Unit are the same as in RU except

a few differences. The Display task consists of the menu system

and the History display. All other types of displays like trend

tables which work on real time data are irrelevant for the View-

ing unit. The Floppy task in the Viewing Unit transfers the data

from floppy to the hard disc rather than vice versa as was in RU.

Apart from this there are also routines to display the informa-

tion about data available on the floppy disc and mechanism for

the user to select from it. The Print task caters to history

print. Since on viewing unit the system configuration can not be

modified, the configuration task allows only viewing of the

current configuration.

All other tasks like, plot, clock, disc manager, error

display are exactly same as those in RU. The communication task

is not present in the Viewing Unit.
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7. SOFTWARE STRUCTURE

7.1. RU Software

Due to the highly complex functionality of DRS RU, the RU

software is the most bulky piece of software in DRS. It has been

completely developed in Turbo ' C . The total code is about 12000

lines of 'C source distributed across 27 files. The run-tine

image of the program is about 365 Kbytes. The heart of the soft-

ware is a real time multitasking executive (RTMX) which executes

concurrently running tasks.

7.1.1. Code description

The software in DRS RU is divided into a number of tasks

running independently, with minimal interaction with other tasks.

The following is a list of some major tasks and modules in the

system.

OTIN (Clock display task)

This task displays the current date and time at the top

right hand corner on the screen every second. Since the screen

display can be used by only one task at a time, if some other

task is using the screen at the time when this display is to be

activated, the displaying is aborted.

KBRD (Operator input from key board)

This task polls the keyboard, reading the keys and buffer-

ing them into a circular buffer kbd_buff. It also interprets some

hot keys and passes on their corresponding keycodes to the other

tasks. Whenever a key is pressed, this task generates a software

signal which is monitored by the other tasks waiting for the

keyboard.

DISP (MMI task)

This task implements the MMI. It includes the complete menu

system, and all the various display functions like trend bar-

graph, tables and history. A brief description of these routines is

given below; for more details see [Ref. 6].

menu : The Menu program works on a state machine. As the

menu tree is traversed from top to bottom each new level attaches

a character to a string. Thus accumulated string is then passed

through a hash function to get address of a structure called

state_info. From this structure the pointers to prompt box,
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select box etc. are picked up and the corresponding functions ere

called to display the various boxes. The operator input is parsed

and put at proper place. The pointer to parsing function and the

updated value are stored in the same structure. This encapsula-

tion of data makes the main program simple and easy to maintain.

history : The history routine implements graphical display

of archival data. For this, the routine after initialising the

display screen with static data and help window at the bottom of

the screen, sends a message to disc manager task requesting it

to give required data from the archival storage on the hard disc.

The routine draw_graph displays the signal curves. The routine

also manipulates the display as per the commands given by the

operator from the local function key menu.

trend : This routine is called when trend drawing is in-

voked by the operator. After displaying the static information

like signal-id, axes etc. it waits for a data-ready message from

the communication task. This message indicates arrival of fresh

scan table from the AU. The routine draw_trend then picks up the

signal values from the new scan table, converts into engg. units,

scales them and draws the graph. A local function key menu is

also polled for any operator command and if detected the display

is manipulated accordingly.

table : This routine is called by the HMI when table option

is invoked by the operator. This routine does some initial pre-

paratory work before actually calling another routine to fill in

information in the table. It puts the screen into graphic mode,

displays system banner, draws table outline, and puts appropriate

column headings, it also puts up help information in the lower-

most two lines, and then calls newtable which actually fills in

signal information in the table.

barchart : This is the program of the bar graph display. It

initializes the screen into graphics mode, initializes its own

variables, draws the banner, and enters a loop in which it scans

the keyboard and waits for a message from the COMH task indicat-

ing new scan data availability. If a key is pressed it is served

by servekb routine. When a message is received it calls

gen_alarm and refreshbar to reflect the new process values.

(Error Display task)
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This task annunciates critical error Messages. The routine

disp sys_error continuously polls its Message queue for any error

annunciation. The various tasks in DRS which want to annunciate

an error on the screen send the message string to this task. This

routine displays the error message in a red box along with two

sharp beeps, waits for a key input from the operator, checks if

it is a valid key as per a list passed by the calling task and if

so, the message is removed and the key is sent to the calling

task via message,

c o m (Communication task)

This task takes care of the communication with the FEP, it

receives data frames, decodes and dispatches them to the required

tasks. It also displays the message indicating acquisition of

data in the bottom right corner of the screen, answers back some

inquiries from the FEP and sends data in proper format forwarded

by different tasks in the system. Major routines which constitute

this task are, comm which handles the handshake with the CP,

checking for arrival of frames, getting them from the CP and

sending frames for re-transmission, time frame, fast scan com-

mands etc., send85 which sends a frame, receive85 which receives

a frame and record_data which dispatches a data frame for archiv-

al storage. Any critical communication errors are annunciated on

the monitor screen.

OMAN (Data storage and retrieval task)

Various tasks need to access archival data stored on the

hard disc. This task takes care of storing and retrieving of the

data on requests from other tasks. It keeps the NORMAL, DISTURB-

ANCE & FAST data in separate files and maintains an index of all

the data available on the disc at any time. The routine dnan

continuously waits for a disc service request message from anoth-

er task. The requests can be - write data, read data, get direc-

tory (data availability). In case of write request the continuity

of the data is checked and accordingly the data is either dis-

carded if older, written to the same data block if continuous or

a new block and directory entry is created if discontinuity is

detected. The total number of data tables written along with

operation status is sent back to the requesting task. The arrival

of DISTURBANCE or FAST data is annunciated on the screen. In case
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of read request the task checks the availability of the requested

data and reads the data from the disc. If the requested no, of

tables are not available then it reads as many as maximum avail-

able. The requesting task is sent back a message indicating no.

of tables read. The directory request is responded with transfer-

ring the data directory in to the buffer provided by the requast-

ing task and returning operation status.

FLOP (Floppy data transfer task)

This task takes care of all data transfer requests to the

floppy. It checks for the files present on the floppy, space

availability, etc. It creates new files if required and transfers

the requested data block on to the floppy. The main routines are

flop, which waits for a message from some task for a floppy data

transfer and when one is received calls process_req to process

the request.

HPLT (History plot task)

This task takes care of plotting the history curves on the

plotter. It fetches the data from DMAN task, does the averaging

and scaling and finally generates command code for the plotter.

While doing this it takes care of optimizing on plotter pen

movements. The generated command code is sent to PLOT task

through a circular buffer. The routine his_plot communicates with

the menu through messages; getting plot commands and returning

error or success codes.

PLOT (Plotter driver)

This task does the lower level plotter handling job. It

works on interrupts. The communication port is programmed to give

an interrupt on transmitter empty and receiver ready. The inter-

rupt routine plotisr takes action depending on the cause of the

interrupt. In case of transmit interrupt it gets the data fro*

the circular buffer print_buff and sends it character by charac-

ter on the serial communication line to the plotter. In case of

receiver interrupt it reads the data which indicates the healthi-

ness of the plotter interface and plotter. Any error conditions

are annunciated via the ERRD task where the operator is given the

option of either re-trying from the place where the error oc-

curred or totally abort the process.

HISPKN (History print task)
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This task handles printing of archival or current data on

the printer. It gets the data from tasks DMAN (in case of archiv-

al data) or COMM (in case of current data), formats it, generates

control commands for the printer and sends them to PRINT task.

PRNT (Printer driver)

This task takes care of communicating with the external

printer device. The printer is interfaced to the system via a

parallel interface. The task monitors printer for error condi-

tions, and these are displayed on the screen via the ERRO task.

The routine print handles the lower level printer handling job.

It gets the data from hisprn task in a circular buffer and sends

it character by character to the printer. It checks for the

healthiness of the printer interface and the printer, any error

conditions like printer off-line, printer power-off or out of

paper etc., are annunciated.

DTXR and PTXR (Buffer Transfer Routines)

These two tasks take care of transferring the scan data

from the intermediate buffer to the buffers of display and print-

er task respectively. This job has to be done at highest priori-

ty, so as not to hold the intermediate scan data buffer for a

longer duration.

CONFIGURE Module routines

This module is part of the DISP task. This module consists

of routines for configuration of the system. The sig_conf routine

allows the operator to configure all the signals in DRS. The

interaction is in the form of spread sheet. The attributes of the

signals are arranged in columns and the signals are listed in

rows one below another. The operator is allowed to navigate

through the spread sheet and change any of the parameters after

proper password check. site_conf routine allows modification of

the site name displayed at top left corner of the drs screen. The

routine fscan_conf is for enabling?or disabling the fast scan. It

interrogates the DRS AU for the current fast scan status, dis-

plays it, and allows the operator to toggle it.

DOSREQ Module routines

This module is a small assembly language interface to MS-

DOS. The routine newint21 is meant to queue the requests to DOS

services. It is well known that the DOS is non-re-entrant, where-
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as in DRS many tasks need DOS service asynchronously. Hence on

start up of DRS the DOS service interrupt vector (Int 21 hex) is

replaced by a pointer to this newint21 routine. All subsequent

DOS request will automatically call newint21, which takes care of

suspending itself if any other task is already executing DOS

call.

7.1.2. Data structures

All the modules in DRS use different data structures for

doing their assigned jobs. The selection of proper data struc-

tures for each of the modules is done such that the handling of

data is efficient and fast. Following is a description of the

various important data structures in DRS.

Message queues

The various tasks in DRS communicate by means of message

queues. There are 22 message queues in DRS RU. The task which

receives message from a queue is the owner of the queue. Some of

the major queues in DRS are ERR_MES on which the system error

annunciator task BRRD receives error messages, DMAN_REQ on which

the DMAN task receives disc service requests, DISP_HPRN and

DISP_HPLT queues for the History Print task HPRN and history.plot

task HPLT to receive a History Print and plot commands respec-

tively and the FLOP_REQ queue on which the PLOP task receives

floppy transfer request from the DISP task. The queues are ini-

tialised by the owner tasks at the start of DRS. The queues are

designed such that the interaction between the various tasks is

minimum for high modularity.

Semaphores

The various shared resources like DOS, monitor screen,

printer buffer etc. are protected by mutually exclusive binary

semaphores. There are total 5 semaphores used by various tasks in

DRS RU. All these semaphores are mapped onto sequential numbers

starting from 0. These numbers are used as indices for accessing

an array called sema_array.

MEND Module data

The DRS menu system is made up of various objects. On*

mostly used data structure in a menu is a "box". It is a screen

entity with an encapsulation of information both from visual

display as well logical point of view. Some of the types of boxes
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used in DRS menu system are menubox which contains co«pl«t*

information about the options available in a particular pull down

menu, infobox for displaying default parameters when a display,

print or plot command is selected, promptbox for getting operator

input, selectbox to allow the operator to select one of the wany

available parameters like signal selection for trend or history

or group selection for tables. Apart from the box structures,

state_hash_tab stores the hashing table for the state machine of

the menu and state_info stores the details about the action to be

taken when the state is triggered.

DISC MANAGER Module data

This module handles disc data recording. A structure called

dir_entry stores a record having lists of parameters indicating

the archival data availability on the disc. Another structure

called filedtls is a record storing the details about the data

files used for archival data storage on the disc. It stores

parameters like number of signals, data file names, file point-

ers, maximum length of files, current file position and current

directory entry.

COMMUNICATION Module data

This module uses a structure processdata for storing the

scan values of the signals in raw form along with time stamp,

sig_cur_val for storing signal values in engineering units and

alarm status and the structure comm_vari which is used for hand-

shake with the communication processor.

CONFIGURE Module data

The major data structure in this module is signal_spec

which stores the complete system configuration i.e. all the

signal attributes, site name and signal grouping information. Two

sub structures in this called alarm_spec and engg_conv_spec

store information required for alarm generation and the conver-

sion formula to be used for conversion of raw scan values into

engineering units.

For detailed description about the data structures pertain-

ing to the various display modules trend, table, bar graph and

history etc. please see [Ref. 6]. For detailed description of the

data structures in RTMX, please see [Ref. 4].
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7.2. AU Software

The AU software was developed in Turbo 'C and then ported

to the AU using a custom built porting utility developed in-

house. The total software of AU is about 1000 lines of 'C code

and the run-time image is about 32 Kbytes. The debugging of the

software was done using MICE-86 (Microprocessor In-Circuit Emula-

tor) . Apart from code, the AU software uses approximately 128

Kbytes of data memory for Disturbance, Normal and Fast data

storage and other variables.

7.2.1. Code structure

The following sections describe the functions that consti-

tute the DRS AU. The AU software is also built on top of a Real

Time Multitasking Executive (RTMX) which is same as the one used

in RU. Since it was written in 'C it could be easily ported to

the AU environment. The other modules which constitute the AU

software are descried in the following sections.

CLOCK Module

This module maintains the real time calendar on the AU. The

task is called myclock which keeps the time with a resolution cf

5 msec. Apart from this there are also routines called distevent,

fastevent, clock_sync and fast scan for scanning the occurrence

of disturbance event, fast scan trigger, clock synchronisation

trigger and scanning the fast signals respectively. This task is

periodically executed by the RTMX every 5 msecs. This task also

takes care of resetting the watchdog timer every 250 msecs to

indicate the healthiness of the system.

COMMUNICATION Module

This is the communication task which takes care of communi-

cating with RU, There are two instances, one per RU, fired for

this task at run-time. The task routine comm while running,

finds out which task it is running as and communicates with that

particular CP using its respective pointers for the data buffers.

The routines send8S and receive85 are used by this task for

transmitting and receiving frames from the CP respectively.

DISTURBANCE Module

This module handles disturbance scanning. The main routine

called dist is a periodic executing task executed every 200

msecs. It scans the disturbance and stores the scan values in the
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buffer distdatain which is part of ths structure dist_data. It

also sends every fifth scan data to the NORM task thus effecting

the l sec scan of Normal signals. Occurrence of a disturbance is

indicated by the CLOCK task by sending a message to this task.

NORMAL Module

This task implements the Normal signal scanning. The rou-

tine called norm continuously waits for message from the task

OIST which indicates pointer to the scan data buffer and tine.

This data along with the time-stamp is stored in a circular

buffer from where the communication task picks up for transmis-

sion to the RU.

MALLOC Module

This module takes care of dynamic memory allocation in AU

software. The main functions are fep_malloc for memory allocation

and fep_free for de-allocation.

7.2.2. Data structures

The AU software also runs on top of RTMX. The various

important data structures in DRS AU are fast__data for storing

fast data in a buffer, sys_time for storing the system time,

dist_occud for indicating the DISTURBANCE event occurrence and

comm_page which stores a page of data to be sent to the communi-

cation processor (CP). Since the communication task has two

instances of the same task code, the corresponding data struc-

tures are arrays of two elements each and are accessed by the two

tasks with index 0 and 1. Apart from these the AU also uses

structures dist_data and norm_data for storing the circular

buffers and associated indices for the DISTURBANCE and NORMAL

data respectively.

The tasks in DRS AU communicate between them via message

passing queues. There are 4 Message queues in DRS AU. CLOCK_DIST

queue is used by the DIST task to receive disturbance occurred

message from CLOCK task. DISNORM queue is used by the NORM task

to receive normal data ready message from DIST task. This trans-

action takes place every 1 second.
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8. CONCLUSION

The DRS is currently installed and running at the atonic

power stations at Madras, Narora and Kakrapar. The archival

storage and disturbance triggering facilities of the system are

extensively used by the operators at these plants for diagnostics

of abnormal events. The system has emerged as an indispensable

tool for plant monitoring. Due to its general purpose nature its

application has also been explored in the industries other than

nuclear like conventional thermal power plants etc.

The successful operation of DRS installations over last few

years has generated a large amount of useful and constructive

feedback from the operators. A thorough analysis of the require-

ments of a plant operator for efficient running of the plant in

the new environment of computerized process control is also being

done. Depending on this, some enhancements in the future versions

of DRS are planned. Some of these new features are very trivial

and easy to implement but are of extremely great utility whereas

some features are highly sophisticated and may need innovative

ideas to implement them. A few major future enhancements are

listed below.

8.1* Digital Signal Functions

The following two features are proposed to be added to

incorporate handling of digital signals.

8.1.1. Event Sequence Recording

The system is proposed to be upgraded to provide ESR (event

sequence recording) capability for 128 digital inputs. These

inputs will also be fed to the FEP and isolated from the system

power supply. They will be scanned at 1 msec. A change of state

of an input is communicated to the RU for recording and logging.

Individual de-bounce times can be set for the digital contacts.

Also logical equations of the events can trigger certain actions

like auto-log or relay annunciation etc.

8.1.2. Alarm Annunciation

The DRS will incorporate facility to generate alarms on

signals crossing set points. The provision for configuring a set

point is already present in DRS but it is currently only used for

changing colors while displaying tables or bar graphs. The alarm
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annunciation module can be mad* more sophisticated by inpleaent-

ing alarm filtering and alarm suppression.

8.2. Advanced Systea Features

Many existing functions are proposed to be enhanced as

follows.

8.2.1. Event triggered display or hardcopy

It is often reguired to initiate a particular display or

hardcopy command in response to an external event. Thus at the

end of an 8-hour shift it is desirable that the system automati-

cally issues a print out command of important signals for the

period of the shift. The system should facilitate the operator to

configure a shift report format for important parameters in the

plant i.e. average values, maximum and minimum values of plant

parameters over the shift period, and other computed data. At the

end of each shift the system will log the shift report giving the

status of the process plant. Similarly in case of an abnormal

behavior in the process like a disturbance, it is appropriate

that the disturbance data is immediately displayed on the moni-

tor.

8.2.2. Intelligent Disturbance Detection Logic

In the existing DRS the disturbance is activated by a

digital contact input to the FEP. This disturbance detection

logic is proposed to be made more intelligent by triggering the

disturbance scanning on detection of a signal crossing alarm set

point. Alternatively it can also be hooked on the logic eguation

in the ESR.

8.2.3. Archiving on Tape

Since the DRS has to store a large volume of data for as

long a period as possible, archival storage is best maintained on

magnetic tape. Compact tape cartridges are available for capaci-

ties as high as 60 to 120 Mbytes. A few number of such tapes and

an appropriate algorithm can achieve a very high capacity for DRS

archival storage.

8.2.4. Data Compression

The DRS stores the archival data in the same form as it

receives from the AU. In a process plant the parameter values

change very slowly and are constant for extended periods of time.

Because of the repetitive nature of signals there is considerable
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scope for compressing the data before storing. The existing Disk

manager can be modified to implement data compression technique*

thereby increasing the storage capacity substantially. Depending

on the compression algorithm selected taking a best compromise

between speed and compression ratio at least 50% compression is

possible to achieve.

8.2.5f Advanced Analysis

Since the DRS has a complete history of the plant for a few

days (due to the archival storage), it is possible to implement

several advanced analysis features in the system. These features

can range from easier ones like finding statistics (average,

minimum, maximum values, total deviation from average etc.) of a

signal over a time window, searching a peak (or valley) in the

signal value, to more sophisticated ones like hooking up to an

expert system for future advanced warning of impending disturb-

ance events by analyzing the present disturbance data along with

a proper plant knowledge base.

Presently the DRS can handle only primary parameters i.e.

it converts only the scanned values into engineering units. It is

proposed to make it handle derived parameters also. Thus it can

compute weighted average, integration, derivation or any other

complex equation of the primary scanned signals. Alarms can also

be set on such computed parameters.

It is also planned to implement digital filtering for the

•canned signals.

8.2.6. Networking

Presently the DRS operates as a stand alone system. But in

a complete computerized plant control room it is imperative that

any system must be able to communicate with other computerized

instruments and systems in the plant. This will necessitate for

the DRS to have facility to hook up on any standard network for

•ending and receiving information.

S.3. Advanced Man Machine Interaction

The man machine interaction for the system is proposed to

be enhanced in the following ways [Ref. 9.].

8.3.1. Windows based MMI

With the availability of commercial Graphic User Interfaces

(GUI) like Windows the MMI techniques have undergone a sea
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change. Developing DRS Man machine interface under Windows GUI

will have a twofold advantage. First, the program development is

easy, fast and neat, and second, such a commercial GUI always

offers a consistent user interface with which the operator may

already be familiar. Also since Windows uses mouse as the opera-

tor interaction device, it introduces an extra level of user-

friendliness in the MMI.

8.3.2. Hardcopy improvements

It should be possible to use the printer as a plotting

device to increase the utility of the plotter facility of the

system, since printer is more easily available and accessible.

Also there are other possible improvements in hardcopy options

like taking multiple plots on a single sheet of paper with opera-

tor configurable format, trend plot etc.

8.4. Electrical DRS

The ORS can also be tailored to record disturbances in

electrical power systems. In this configuration the system scans

about 64 signals at 1000 samples/sec rate. The system always

scans the signals at normal rate and maintains a pre-disturbance

record of 400 msecs, on a disturbance trigger this pre-disturb-

ance data along with 3 seconds post-disturbance data is sent to

both the RUs. In the post-disturbance data the system adopts a

dual scan rate i.e. the first 1 second data is sampled at 1000

samples/sec whereas the next 2 seconds data is sampled at a 10

times reduced rate. Alternatively 32 signals can be sampled at

2000 samples/sec rate. It also facilitates the operator to choose

between 8 / 1 2 bit resolution.

8.5. Component Health Monitoring Systems

There are two special purpose applications being pursued

for DRS as described below.

8.5>l. On-line Fatigue Monitoring System

The system is meant to continuously monitor the fatigue and

stress on nuclear power plant components owing to fluctuations of

temperature, pressure and flow rate [Ref. 10]. Information about

accumulation of fatigue helps in assessing structural degradation

of the components. This assists in in-service inspection and

maintenance and may also support future life extension programs.

The fatigue measuring transducers will be mounted on the compo-
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nent und«r stress and th« DPS AU will scan the fatigue signal at »

regular interval. This data is then analysed for fatigue monitor-

ing using Green's function technique. The system will provide

expert advice on the health of the component and deduce important

data for failure and reliability analysis of the components. This

data will be extremely useful for design modifications and compo-

nent selections for future systems and also prevention of any

abnormal event due to a major component failure.

$.5.2. On-line Bearing-Vibration Monitoring System

The Turbine and Generator are major subsystems of any power

plant and the key component in these two machines is the bearing.

For continuous, healthy and trouble-free running of Turbine and

Generator the vibration of the bearings must be closely monitored

and kept in check. The DRS is planned to be tailored for this

purpose. There are 6 bearings in the complete setup which in-

cludes the pilot excitor, the LP turbine, the HP turbine and the

generator. Each of these bearing will be monitored for vibration

in different directions by 4 sensors. The 24 signals will be

scanned at a very fast rate and in the event of any of the signal

crossing a set point a disturbance trigger will be detected, in

which case the DRS will store pre-disturbance and post-disturb-

ance data for the vibration signals. The system will provide

early warning on any bearing damage and thus help prevent a major

catastrophic failure.
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